U.S. Veteran Program

V.E.T.S.™ Cybersecurity Services
Sharp Decisions tailors highly-specialized cyber services and solutions highlighted below
to meet client business needs for resilient delivery.

Cybersecurity Operations

DevSecOps

Assessments

Analytics
Threat Hunting

Secure Application Management

Testing/Exercises

Assurance
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V.E.T.S.™ Cybersecurity Overview
Sharp Decisions offers industry leading managed cyber services and solutions that deliver
innovative and agile options for client on-premise, off-premise and hybrid IT environment
requirements.
Sharp’s service portfolio is delivered dynamically across client markets and organizations.

Cyber Service Portfolio
• Management & Technical
Consulting
• Compliance & Governance
• Strategy & Architecture
• Assurance & Resiliency
• Assessments & Audits
• Operations & Sustainment

Cyber Managed Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gap Assessments
Risk Assessments
Vulnerability Analysis
Threat Analysis
Penetration Testing
Vendor Evaluations
ISO Certifications/NIST
Implementation
• Training

Cyber Best Practices
• Cloud Migration and Cloud Security Best
Practices
• Governance and Policy
• Privileged Access Management
• Assurance and Penetration Testing/Cyber
Exercises
• Cybersecurity Event Collection & SIEM
Solution Integration/Optimization
• Data Loss Prevention (DLP) Strategy & Plan
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Sharp Decisions Cybersecurity Practice Framework

SDI cybersecurity evaluation strategies offer clients:
•

Independent Subject Matter Expert assessment
and objective view of current security posture

•

Professional review of existing plans, processes
and personnel skills for objective view of
corporate security posture

•

Strategy, roadmaps, reports and actionable plans
for enabling focused investments and
improvements

Sharp Decisions aligns cybersecurity core
functional areas, based on NIST CSF,
with people, process, and technology
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Cloud Security

SDI Approach

Private,
Public, and
Hybrid cloud
strategies

Hypervisor
security
practices

Datacenter
security
(physical &
virtual)

Virtual tap
design for
end-to-end
monitoring

Data
migration
and
transaction
volume

•

Strategic planning for cloud
migrations and security configuration

•

Efficiencies through architecture and
solution implementation

•

Gap analysis to ensure access control
and data protection to implement
appropriate countermeasures
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Assurance and Penetration Testing/Cyber Exercises

SDI Approach

Security
testing to
identify and
exploit
vulnerabilities

Simulate
real-world
cyber attack
scenarios

SOP and Crew
Position
development
and training

Confirm
rules of
engagement
& escalation
procedures

Playbook
review and
development

Red Team,
Blue Team,
Purple Team

•

Tactical, Operational, and Strategic
Exercise support

•

Expert scenario development and
execution using state-of-the-art
capabilities

•

After Action/Remediation support for
lessons learned and gap closure
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Governance and Policy

SDI Approach

Governance,
Policies, SOPs

Change
Control
Board

Compliance
patching and
GPO
enforcement

Network,
Systems,
Endpoint
Red Team, Software
“Gold” Copy
Blue Team,
Whitelisting/
Purple Team
Application
Control and
Restrictions

•

Expert guidance and leadership on
cybersecurity laws, regulations and
policies across multiple industries

•

Assess risk and compliance using
standards, industry best practices,
and methodologies

•

Policy-to-Technology mapping and
recommendations to meet
cybersecurity requirements
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Privileged Access Management

SDI Approach

Data access
and
restrictions

RBAC
Implementation

Privileged
User Risk
Evaluation
and Training
Authentication
Factors
Red Team,
User & Entity
Blue Team,
Purple TeamBehavior
Analytics

•

Secure, control, manage and monitor
privileged access to critical assets

•

Evaluation and recommendations for
securing access and data leveraging
industry-best solutions and
streamlining processes for seamless
integration and operations
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Successful Corporate SIEM & Log Management Strategies
for Audit and Compliance

Formal
corporate
audit
policies and
procedures
Approved
enterprise
audit data
sources

Prioritized
log event
collection
requirement

Established
Service Level
Agreements
(SLAs) for
event
collection
Optimized
SIEM
instantiation

SDI Approach

Proactive
Incident
Handling
procedures

Enriched
Cyber Threat
Intelligence

•

Optimizing security operations for
organizational and business operation
success

•

Expert strategy and roadmap
development and integration of
cybersecurity solutions, forming
integrated teams, and streamlining
processes and policies for mission
success
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Data Loss Prevention (DLP) Strategy and Implementation

SDI Approach

Data
classification,
criticality,
protection

Policies and data
sensitivity

Technology
solutions,
streamlining,
efficiencies
Monitoring,
dissemination,
transmission,
etc. Red Team,
User & Entity
Blue Team,
Purple Team Behavior
Analytics

•

Provide data classification and
protection strategies as required by
policies and laws

•

Solution evaluations and
recommendations for auditing,
monitoring, and alerting on system
and data access

•

Identification, containment,
eradication, and recovery strategy
and recommendations
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Sharp Decisions provides leading cybersecurity services for delivering premier assessments
and technology optimization, integrated processes, and enhanced cybersecurity personnel
skills to ensure operational and leadership success.
For more information about Sharp Decisions services and solutions please contact the Sharp
Decisions representative listed below and visit www.sharpdecisions.com.

Karen Ross, CEO, Sharp Decisions Inc.
Office: 212-403-7555
Email: kross@sharpdecisions.com
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Let’s roll
To find out more about
partnering with the V.E.T.S. Program, contact us at:

+1 (866) 357-9VET or vetinfo@sharpdecisions.com
Thank you!
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